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to play on (or in) at once. It offers three climbing options, we found our younger
testers managed the cargo net and metal bars no problem, while our older, more
intrepid explorers, enjoyed scaling the climbing wall. There’s also camouflage
fabric side attachments, which create a huge den underneath the pyramid, which
we’ve found near impossible to tempt the children out of. Apparently, from now
on all lunches must be served inside the den!

As well as all of this, there’s an 8ft wave slide, which our testers loved whizzing
down, and it comes with a hose pipe attachment to transform it into a water slide
on sunny days. If you have the space, there’s the option of a double swing add-on,
for an extra £100.

From construction to play, we’re hard pushed to find fault with this Plum climbing
pyramid. It’s a most welcome addition to our garden and is sure to be loved and
played with whatever the weather.

Buy now £599.99, Plumplay.co.uk

PomPom colourful climbing triangle

Price comparison

eBay £637.49 Buy now

Amazon £699.99 Buy now
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Best: Indoor climbing frame

Rating: 9.5/10

Dimensions: From H 57cm x W 80cm to H 71cm x W 80cm, depending on
setting

The ultimate rainy-day saviour, this fold-up Pikler-style climbing triangle is a
dream come true for parents of older babies and toddlers. Hand made by a
carpenter in the UK, using sustainable wood and eco-friendly, baby safe wax, this
indoor climbing frame comes ready to use – you simply click it open.

There’s so much to love about the PomPom climbing triangle. First of all, it looks
beautiful – handcrafted and finished in the prettiest, sophisticated colour palette,
it is something you’d be proud to have out on display – although it couldn’t be
easier to fold up and store away behind the sofa or in a cupboard under the stairs.
With three adjustable height settings, it’s the kind of piece that can grow with
your child. Designed for use from six-months to five-years-old, it will see you
through from when your baby is starting to pull themselves up, right through to
pre-schoolers practising their balancing skills.

While the climbing triangle alone is great fun, we opted for the addition of the
wooden slide (which doubles as a ramp with ridges on the reverse) for an extra
£109, which really boosted its appeal with our two-and-a-half-year-old. Whether
they were climbing up one side and sliding down the other, carefully stepping up
the ramp or chucking dolls down the slide at speed, as soon as this was set up in
the living room our little tester was enthralled. So much so there was zero request
for snacks or Hey Duggee on TV; unheard of!

Doubling up as an excellent, no-faff den – just chuck a sheet over the climbing
triangle and you’ve bought yourself more than enough time to enjoy a cup of tea in
peace – it’s honestly become a lifesaver. We also love that for every climbing
triangle sold, PomPom donates to the Marine Conservation Society, too. An
heirloom piece that can be passed through the generations.

Buy now £240, Shoppompom.com
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